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Chasing the Secrets 
of the Ghostly Neutrino



Bubble Chamber  
@ Fermilab



Before we dive in...
Let’s get a sense of “scale” we will be talking about today  



Somewhere here....
about a trillion times  

smaller  
than a dew drop



What is this?



Periodic table of elements

Which new element has been added to the periodic table recently? 

Hint: it has something to do with where you live!



Tennessine



Scale of the atom and its constituents Mendeleev's periodic table

What table describes the nature  
at a “million” times smaller  

length scale than the  
periodic table of elements?



The Standard Model of Elementary particles



The Standard Model of Elementary particles
● Theory about fundamental ingredients 

of matter and how they interact with 

each other

● Everything known in this world is made 

of these (and their mirror images)



Forces in the Universe (well…what we know)



Neutrinos
● For this talk: Neutrinos!

● No charge
● Very weakly interacting

● No mass (according to SM)
● Other weird features

    Comes in three flavors (= types) 



Always accompanied by electrically charged cousins (e, μ, τ)

electron Muon

Tau

electron 
neutrino

muon 
neutrino tau neutrino



Why Neutrinos?

Neutrinos created during big bang are still 
floating around..10 million/cubic foot!

Relic neutrinos
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Why Neutrinos?

Neutrinos created during big bang are still 
floating around…trillions of them!

Relic neutrinos

Neutrinos carry 99% of the  
supernovae explosion

Supernovae  
neutrinos

SOLAR 
neutrinos

Nucleus also  
emits neutrinos

Every star  
produces  
a ton of  

neutrinos 

Bottom line: Neutrinos are 
everywhere! 

They are the second most abundant particles in 
the Universe. 

Question: Can you guess what is the first most 
abundant particle?



Q: What is an electron volt (eV)? 

Units of energy in Particle Physics



Units of energy in Particle Physics

Electrons accelerated across a one volt 
potential difference acquire 1.6e-19 
Joules of energy or 1 electron volt (1 eV) 

Q: What is an electron volt (eV)? 

Match flame: 1 eV Kinetic energy of one  
Red blood cell: 20 keV 

electron 
mass 

  
511 keV

Kinetic energy of a  
mosquito: 1 TeV 

Homework: Find out how much energy is released from a  car using 1 gallon of gas? 
or, How much energy is consumed by a 100 Watt bulb in 1 second? 
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So, what energy ranges do neutrinos correspond to?

Human made

Lots of sources = Lots of experimental opportunities 
But, building neutrino experiments is a tricky business
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Two things to remember:
1.  They are abundant and easy to produce in copious amounts
     nearly ~100 billion neutrinos go through your thumb every second 
     (good thing they don’t interact) 
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Building Neutrino Experiments
Two things to remember:
1.  They are abundant and easy to produce in copious amounts

     nearly ~100 billion neutrinos go through your thumb...what!? 

2. Neutrinos are very, very, very…very weakly interacting

                     How weak you ask?

GeV scale neutrinos can travel up to  
200 earths without interacting!

MeV-scale neutrinos (e.g. from sun) can pass through a light year 
of lead  (1 trillion miles) without interacting!!

So, how in the world do  
you catch them?



Luckily, we have a few tricks up our sleeve 
to make them interact ….

Strategy: 
1. Produce them in large quantities in a well defined area  

2. Put something very dense, very big and   

very sensitive for neutrinos to interact

   Lets look at some cool examples!



Super Kamiokande experiment in Japan
Dimensions: 
41 m height 

30m diameter tank 
50,000 tons of water 

11,000 PMTs 

Researchers sitting 
 in a boat 

inside the detector 
How cool is that?

To study solar and atmospheric neutrinos 
(1000 m underground) 

A water Cherenkov detector 

Photo Multiplier 
Tube
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Super Kamiokande experiment in Japan
Dimensions: 
41 m height 

30m diameter tank 
50,000 tons of water 

11,000 PMTs 

Researchers sitting 
 in a boat 

inside the detector 
How cool is that?

To study solar and atmospheric neutrinos 
(1000 m underground) 

A water Cherenkov detector 

Photo Multiplier 
Tube

one PMT imploded in the Super-Kamiokande, generating a shock wave 
that broke half of the 11000 PMT’s!



The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory in Canada
To study solar neutrinos 

(about 2 km underground) 
A water Cherenkov detector 

Dimensions: 
 12m diameter tank 
1000 tons of heavy 

water 
9000 PMTs 



The Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven detector
Cubical tank 
17x17.5x23 m 

2.5 million gallons of  
Pure water 
2000 PMTs 

To study nucleon decay 
(about 600 m underground) 
A water Cherenkov detector 

A scuba diver swims  
through the detector 



The IceCube Experiment at South Pole
3 km deep in the ice!

searches for neutrinos from the most violent astrophysical sources: exploding stars,  
gamma-ray bursts, black holes and neutron stars. 



The IceCube Experiment at South Pole
3 km deep in the ice!

searches for neutrinos from the most violent astrophysical sources: exploding stars,  
gamma-ray bursts, black holes and neutron stars. 

A 2 PeV scale astro physical event 
in the detector



The history of Neutrinos

Related to bananas 
    (Radioactivity)



Wolfgang Pauli and Beta decay

●

●

●



Wolfgang Pauli and Beta decay

Neutral,  
so one won't see it



●

●

●

●

●

?

Wolfgang Pauli and Beta decay



The discovery of anti-neutrino (1956) 

● Artificially produced neutrinos 

from nuclear reactors
– emits around 10 trillion anti-

neutrinos per cm2 per sec – a lot!

● Inverse Beta decay

1995 nobel prize

positron

neutron

p

Electron  
anti-neutrino

Charge conservation results in 

emission of an n and e+

Reines & Cowan25 years later…



The discovery of anti-neutrino (1956) 
Reines & Cowan

● Artificially produced neutrinos 

from nuclear reactors
– emits around 10 trillion anti-

neutrinos per cm2 per sec – a lot!

● Inverse Beta decay

1995 noble prize

positron

neutron

p

Charge conservation results in 

emission of an n and e+

Electron  
anti-neutrino

Okay, if neutrinos are neutral and you cannot see them, 
how can you find what type of a neutrino it is? 

Something

lepton (e, µ, τ)

e          µ         τ

Remember the inseparable cousins?

Charged current (CC) interactions 
(W+/- boson exchange)



The discovery of more neutrino types  

● In 1988, another type of neutrino was discovered at BNL, ”muon” neutrino 

1988  
Nobel Prize

Accelerator neutrinos observed (BNL 1962)

Alternating Gradient Synchrotron

Steinberger, Schwartz, Lederman

● In 2000, another neutrino was 

discovered by the DONUT 

experiment at Fermilab called 

“tau” neutrino 

70 years later Pauli’s idea



Solar Neutrinos

Diameter=20 ft, L=48 ft 
4900 feet underground

100k gallons of  
Perchloroethylene

What they found  
changed  

the course of the  
neutrino physics!

●

●

  Cleaning fluid

(Ray David, John Bahcall)



The “famous” Solar Neutrino Problem

          “measured” νe flux  = 1/3rd the “expected” flux 

  

This was a  
Big Puzzle! 

(also confirmed  
by SNO expt.) 

● Theory wrong? 
● Experiment wrong? 
● Both wrong? 

How can neutrinos 
       disappear?



The “famous” Solar Neutrino Problem

          “measured” νe flux  = 2/3rd the “expected” flux 

  

This was a  
Big Puzzle! 

(also confirmed  
by SNO expt.) 

● Theory wrong? 
● Experiment wrong? 
● Both wrong? 

How can neutrinos 
       disappear?



A neutrino created as one flavor can change into another flavor — they can morph

υµ υe  
Source   

Long distance

The Solution: Neutrinos are Sneaky!

Detector



MINOS DAYABAY      SUPER-K
Atmospheric Accelerator Reactor source

Fermilab

450 m
iles

Soudan mine

Atmospheric Neutrinos (1998)

Neutrinos Oscillate 
implies  

Neutrinos have mass! 

first direct evidence 
that Standard Model is 
not enough to describe 

the particle world! 

(Remember: Standard 
model predicts zero masses 

to neutrinos) 



MINOS DAYABAYSUPER-K
νµ  disappearance νµ  disappearance anti-νe  disappearance

Fermilab

450 m
iles

Soudan mine

A ton of evidence for Neutrino Oscillations since 1998!

2015

For the discovery of neutrino oscillations  
which indicate neutrinos have mass



Big bang Cosmology 
Star formation 
Supernovae evolution 
Dark matter? 
Matter vs Anti-matter? 
Fundamental symmetries?  
Nuclear Physics . . . . 

Oscillations are used as a probe to understand  
big mysteries in the Universe!

Neutrino Oscillations are a big deal today



A neutrino created as one flavor can change into another flavor!

“MASS”  
STATES 

(this is how 
They travel)

They travel as a combined state, but, detected as a single state

“FLAVOR”  
STATES 

(how they 
interact)

    Mass vs Flavor?  
Quantum mechanics: particle !" wave 

(For neutrinos “mass” determines “frequency”) 

υµυe

υτυ2

υ3

υ1

υµ υe  
Source   

Detector 
Long distance

Neutrino Oscillations



Neutrino Oscillations

Probability of one 
 neutrino flavor  
converting into  

another  
neutrino flavor

Oscillation probability  
for a electron neutrino  

as a function of  

L/E 

υµ

υe

υτ

2-flavor

Pontecorvo 
(1957) (Note: can only measure mass squared differences not absolute masses)

“Appearance” & “Disappearance” 



Neutrino Oscillations

Probability of one 
 neutrino flavor  
converting into  

another  
neutrino flavor

Oscillation probability  
for a electron neutrino  

as a function of  

L/E 

υµ

υe

υτ

2-flavor

Pontecorvo 
(1957)

L/E is called the baseline of a neutrino experiment 
and is critical to defining  

how oscillations evolve over a certain distance.. 

Short-baseline experiments: L is ~1 km 
Long-baseline experiments: L is ~1000 km

(Note: can only measure mass squared differences not absolute masses)

“Appearance” & “Disappearance” 



● Neutrinos exist and come in 3 flavors

● Neutrinos oscillate 

● They have tiny masses

● “Almost” all of our results nicely fit the 3 neutrino Oscillation scenario 

We have detected oscillations from

Atmospheric

     Solar

 Accelerator

    Reactor

Seems like we know a lot about neutrinos...

υµ υe  



But, there is more...
● Why is there such large gap between  

neutrino masses and quark masses? 

● What about absolute neutrinos 
masses? 

   (remember: we can only measure   
   mass  squared differences)



But, there is more...
● Neutrino Mass ordering?  Three masses and two mass squared differences: can 

be arranged in two ways

Which one is lightest  
and  

which one is heaviest?

Do neutrinos behave the same as 
their mirror images? (CP violation)

Are there more neutrino types?
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Aachen, Jan 13, 2015 Anne Schukraft, Fermilab 62

Fermilab: World’s premier neutrino accelerator  facility

                                       Basic Idea: 

   Send Protons in                                                         get neutrinos out!
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Fermilab: World’s premier neutrino accelerator  facility

My Office

...and also has bisons



Aachen, Jan 13, 2015 Anne Schukraft, Fermilab 64

Legacy: 
Tevatron (hadron collider) 
Circumference: 6.86km 
Proton Energy: 1 TeV

Main Injector (NuMI) 
Circumference: 3.3km 
Proton Energy: 120 GeV

Linac 
Length: 150m 
Proton Energy: 400 MeV

The Fermilab Accelerator Complex
Booster (BNB) 
Circumference: 468m 
Proton Energy: 8 GeV



Aachen, Jan 13, 2015 Anne Schukraft, Fermilab 65

Fermilab’s Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB)

Protons

Neutrinos

Booster (BNB) 
Circumference: 468m 
Proton Energy: 8 GeV

Linac 
Length: 150m 
Proton Energy: 400 MeV

(neutrino mode)

     <Ev> ≈ 700 MeV



Aachen, Jan 13, 2015 Anne Schukraft, Fermilab 66

Fermilab’s Booster Neutrino Beam recipe

Protons

Neutrinos

(neutrino mode)

Linac 
Length: 150m 
Proton Energy: 400 MeV

Booster (BNB) 
Circumference: 468m 
Proton Energy: 8 GeV

Switching the horn polarity, focuses negatively charged mesons, yielding a anti-νμ beam



Near detector Far detectorV beam

? ?

Oscillations

Oscillations

1. Make a lot of neutrinos (e.g. accelerator neutrinos) 
2. Send them through near and far detector 
3. Near detector: un-oscillated flux 
    Far detector: oscillated flux 
4. Compare to the expectation

Detecting Oscillation: current global scheme

Sounds easy. But, many complications lie: 
Beam systematics, energy precision, neutrino-nucleus  

cross sections, model uncertainties etc.

4 main 
steps:



Nova
(Ash river)

MINOS(+)
(Soudan)

DUNE
(Home Stake)

Fermilab  
Long-baseline 
experiments

Long-baseline experiments (~1000 km)



The MicroBooNE Detector at Fermilab, IL 
(Short baseline experiment 

Baseline around 500 m)

New detector technologies being implemented to achieve precision



Liquid argon time Projection chamber technology
(next generation neutrino detectors)
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Dense

Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers (LArTPCs) 

170 tons of Liquid argon

LAr temperature 
Temperature: -186 degC or -300 FH

are the next generation neutrino detectors



Liquid argon time Projection chamber technology
(next generation neutrino detectors)

Time Projection chamber  

≠ 
Time machine 



     Cathode 

Anode Wires 
(150 micron thick, 

3 mm apart)

Stainless steEl 
Rectangular TPC 

2.33H x 10.37L x 2.56W (m)

The MicroBooNE LArTPC



     Cathode 

Anode Wires 
(150 micron thick, 

3 mm apart)

Stainless steEl 
Rectangular TPC 

2.33H x 10.37L x 2.56W (m)

The ICARUS LArTPC Assembly



WIRE PLANES + SIGNAL ARRIVAL TIME = 3D IMAGE, HENCE, A TIME PROJECTION CHAMBER

The LArTPC Principle   

Finely (mm-scale) segmented anode wires → excellent resolution!

NIM 120 (1974), no. 2, 221-236

Anode Wire 
Planes with  

3 Views 

Cathode 
Plane

Bath of Pure Liquid 
Argon (<100ppt O2) 
provides target (eg):
• νe + Ar # e + X 
• νµ + Ar # µ + X 
and ionization media

 Electric Field  
(E = 500 V/cm)

1.5-2.5m

T = 87oK
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v 

A highly ionizing track

Interaction 

point

Cosmic muon

Cosmic muon

 muon

Wire direction

Ti
m

e 
di

re
ct

io
n

A neutrino event in the MicroBooNE LArTPC



A challenging path

170 ton 
(MicroBOONE)

40,000 ton 
(DUNE) 

(2028)

Trying to build 400 times bigger than what we have

Goals: Supernovae physics, nucleon 
decay, CP violation, neutrino mass 
ordering and mixing etc.

X 400



Neutrinos are a big deal today….everyone 

is interested in them!



The voyage of “Nino” the neutrino 
(In Italian with english sub-titles)


